Introduction
Distributed data base systems have been advocated as the solution to a large number of data processing problems by increasing data accessibility, security, and throughput while reducing cost and resource requirements.
Unfortunately, commercially available distributed data base systems have not yet appeared. This paper attempts to provide the potential user or designer of a distributed data base system with an understanding of the basic operational characteristics of such systems. The emphasis is upon the mechanism for data access which is an essential component of any data base system. Our intention is that the reader gain an appreciation of the capabilities and complexities of distributed data base management from the explanation of the data access mechanism.
This paper first discusses the basic structure of The organization of distributed data base systems has been discussed by several authors [11, 16, 20, 25] . While terminology in the various reports varies, their basic structures are very similar. The architecture of distributed data base management described in this paper is further explained in [18] .
The most elementary form of an example of a distributed data base management system is the backend DBMS; see Figure   1 . Canaday et al. [2] first proposed and prototyped the backend DBMS concept. A key component of any distributed data base system is the interprocessor communication system. The type of functions which must be supported by an interprocessor communication system are--
Software Distribution in a Host and Backend System Backend data base management systems have been shown to be feasible approaches to the enhancement of data processing systems [2, 14, 18] . Further, it has been suggested that a backend data base system minimizes the task-switching overhead on the host CPU and provides for a smaller primary memory requirement for both data base system and application software on the host CPU in comparison to a single machine DBMS. In general, a backend DBMS, due to its capacity for concurrent execution, has the potential for providing a There are problems associated with the distributed DBMS system; e.g., many of the requirements (logging, recovery, deadlock) found in single machine DBMS's become considerably more complicated in a distributed environment. In addition, some problems (e.g., data translation, communication, data redundancy and allocation) also arise. However, the potential benefits to be derived from a distributed data base system have spurred considerable research activity in this area [11, 16, 20, 26] .
Implementation of distributed data base systems with The problem of data placement and access requires a solution before a distributed data base system can be developed. As stated previously, the host interface must be able to identify the proper backend processor for each data base operation. In addition, there must be a mechanism for specifying the location of data in the network. An additional requirement of a data access mechanism is that procedures must exist for the movement of data among network nodes under control of a (utility) program or an operator.
This paper presents a methodology for data placement and access in a distributed DBMS satisfying this particular set of requirements. We advocate the use of a directory since it involves less communication.
For purposes of this discussion, the directory will be termed the network data directory.
A key concept of the network data directory, as viewed by the authors, is that it does not contain the specific location of each data item in the data base; but rather that from its contents the location of every data item can be derived. For a data base management system, a unit of data distribution (granule) must be selected so that there is a one-to-one mapping from the granule to the backend machine. Figure 4 into the network data directory format depicted in Figure 5 . The listing of the host processors in the network data directory provides additional security for the distributed DBMS. That is, the DBA can specify whether the granule can be accessed globally or whether is must be restricted to certain application functions residing on specific host machines. Security restraints are imposed by the host access control lists to limit the access to a granule by specifically designated application programs. File names are maintained in the network data directory to facilitate the movement of files among machines in the network in the case of failure or to improve performance. Figure 6 pictures a distributed data base and its network data directory.
The utility of the host access control list (see Figure   4 ) is to validate dynamically each access of a host 
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IV. Data Access
There are three phases of data access during the The case of data movement under control of an application, or utility, program will be considered first.
When this occurs, the network data directory must be 18 automatically updated to reflect the new location of the transferred granules. There will be no effect on any host application program. The data transfer requires that all activity on the granules cease during movement. In order to force a quiescent state, all new data base requests for the granules must be held. Once all pending data base requests are complete for the granules, the data transfer can be accomplished (using network utility programs). The procedure is:
PrQ.edure
Let B s be the sending backend machine, Br be the receiving backend machine, U s the network operating system utility on Bs, and Ur be the network operating system utility on Br. The steps indicated below must be followed to move a granule, G, from B s to Br.
1.
The U s routine is called and instructed to move G to Br. 6. The BINT routine on B s will notify Us when all data base operations on G are complete.
7. U s sends a message to Ur indicating that G is to be transferred to Br .
U s writes G onto secondary storage, thus
insuring that the latest version of G will be moved.
-
Upon completion of the transfer, Ur informs all
HINT and BINT routines to change the network data directory entries for A from B s to Br.
10.
The BINT routine on Br obtains the list of hosts for G from the network data directory.
11.
The BINT routine on Br notifies the host message utilities that any queued requests for data base operations on G may now be sent to Br.
The interaction of the utility routine, host and backend interface, and system software resulting from the execution of Procedure 1 is illustrated in Figure 7 . Only the software directly involved in the data transfer is pictured. Figure 8 give the network data directory for the sample configuration of Figure 6 if G 4 were transferred to
The situation in which a physical file is moved manually is more complex than a programmed transfer. The most difficult situation arises when the file is active on a Let Ud be a network operating system utility to dismount a file and Un a network operating system utility to mount a file.
The steps shown below must be followed to move a file from B s to Br.
1.
The Ud routine is called by the B s operator.
2. Ud initiates steps 1 through 6 and 8 of Procedure 1.
3-Ud notifies the operator of Bs that the file may be moved.
4. The Bs operator removes the file.
5. The Br operator mounts the file.
6. The U n utility routine is called by the Br operator.
7. Un initiates steps 10 through 12 of Procedure
Constraints may exist on the movement of storage media among backend machines. Naturally, the physical limitation of device compatibility must be considered. A granule may be spread over multiple files, in which case all files must be moved together. This is determined from the list of file names maintained in the network data directory.
VI.
MuliUp1& Processor Backend
Throughout this paper, reference has been made to the S backend machine rather than a backend processor. The reason for this distinction is that a backend machine may be composed of several processors. A multiple processor system may be configured to achieve one or several objectives; these include improved performance in parallel processing, reliability of excess resources (processes, memory, devices, 
